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Speaker for November 19th, 2017
Garry Nichols

- Painting & Map Dowsing -

Garry Nichols is a large-scale oil 
painter, exhibiting in Australia, Ja-

pan and the U.S. He has been inspired 
by the landscape and stone carvings dis-
covered in his youth in Tasmania. 

After his move to the U.S., he met the 
dowser Ted Kaufmann who introduced 
him to the world of map dowsing in 
1985, especially techniques to find miss-
ing people and missing objects. 

Garry has been a practising dowser since, working with Ted on 
searches using maps and background information. He has expanded 
these techniques to include past life and ghost dowsing. In his crea-
tive artwork, the winding paths often depicted in his paintings are 
derived from the movement of the divining pendulum over a topo-
graphical map used in his searches. 

Garry will share stories, pictures of artwork, sites of inspiration and 
dowsing experiences. In the act of map dowsing, the dowser tran-
scends the limitations of space. The aim is similar in good art, to 
transcend all limitations placed beforehand on the artist.

Bring your pendulum or other dowsing implement.

www.garrynichols.com
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From the Editor

The last few years we have been lucky to have a special overseas guest 
for our November meeting talk. Last year we had Alanna Moore. 

This year we continue with special guest Garry Nichols. This promises to 
be an interesting talk with hands on dowsing. You can see some details 
on the left page. Not to be missed.

I was stunned yesterday to see all the Christmas decorations going up in 
the shopping centre, as if time was not running fast enough! So make 
sure to mark the SECOND Sunday as our December dowsing meeting 
day. We normally have a talk followed by party time, be sure to bring a 
plate of food to share.

Our committee is working hard to plan for next year. The only thing I 
can say at this stage is that there will be some very nice surprises.

This month has been very busy for me with visits to New York, San Fran-
cisco and Seattle where I visited the Boeing factory at Everett. An ex-
traordinary site and incredible example of team work. 

During the second half of the Second World War, Seattle produced twelve  
B-17 Super-fortress planes EVERY WEEK, with a staff of 40,000. I was 
so impressed at first but soon felt the sadness of our human predicament. 
If we can come together to manage a feat like this against a common en-
emy, why can’t we come together to help each other, eradicate hunger, 
poverty and sickness which are our real enemies?   

Talking about sickness, I was also able to attend the Brooker Colour 
therapy clinic in Cambridge, New Zealand for a few days. Some of you 
may remember Allan Brooker who came to give us a talk a few years ago. 
Allan and his partner Rosanne are still very active and helping people 
with Colour Therapy treatment. This therapy is effective, painless and 
free of negative side effects. You can check their website to find more 
about it. Make sure to watch the video at:
http://www.colour-therapy.com/

Until next time          François
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Standing Stones and Black Streams
 Excerpts from David R. Cowan

British Society of Dowsers, June 1988

Since I had first started on this research, I had met no-one who could 
show me how to pick up the radiation from a standing stone, or any-

thing else for that matter, and so I have probably been working on a 
slightly different, but parallel, path to most enthusiasts. The energy which 
I plot from a standing stone is comprised of two sinusoidal waves with a 
central wave which has a very low wavelength and amplitude, reminis-
cent of the caduceus, the emblem of the medical profession. 

The wavelength, at least in the 
area of Perthshire, seems to be 
about 54in., and the amplitude 
11 in., although a great deal 
more work has still to be done in 
this field. 

Other researchers, apparently, 
find an ‘earth ray’, a straight line 
of energy across the surface of the ground, with another straight line on 
each side. The centre line of the earth ray is the same as the centre line of 
the wave in the above image, the outer lines on either side coinciding 
with the outer edge of the wave energy. The waves also have height, can 
penetrate many floors of a building, and can be likened to a corrugated 
sheet of iron or a magnetic curtain. 

The best and most accurate way to measure wave energy, incidentally, is 
to use one angle rod in your normal hand. This was discovered many 
years ago on the icy tops of the high hills, where conditions are usually 
not suitable for glove less fingers.

Since my research into black streams is comparatively recent, I have done 
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only a little work on the elimina-
tion of noxious energy. Obviously 
the best method is to attack the 
centre of the spiral itself, which was 
done by using a form of Lakhovsky 
coil. 

Open circles with opening on op-
posite sides or two spirals of fence 
wire are used, one wound clock-
wise from the outside, positioned 
on the ground, if possible, under 
the floor of the house, with an anti-clockwise spiral nailed to the under-
side of the floor. 

Once the spiral has been collapsed in this man-
ner, the over-ground energy flows through the 
house in normal parallel waves, which are still 
noxious, and have still to be eliminated, but now 
the spiral pattern has been changed into ch’i, be-
nevolent energy, now focused into that same spot. 

A geiger counter positioned in the centre of one such spiral showed the 
same readings as the background level, indicating that there were no 
anomalous radiation levels.

It had been noticed in a mansion fitted with a gymnasium containing a 
huge wall mirror, that noxious energy crept past either side, with none 
passing through, despite the fact that the mirror had its back to the in-
coming energy. Therefore long mirrors top and bottom of a bed are a 
help in counteracting the baleful energies which are still there, even after 
the bad spiral of energy has been eliminated. Strangely, the beneficial 
energy passed through these same mirrors with ease. 

It was also noticed that these vertical waves of noxious energy always pre-
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ferred a weak point in a house, 
and could be located at a door, 
for instance, or a window, al-
ways at the edges, where it 
could most easily pass through.

Amethyst, a well-known heal-
ing stone, was placed at the 
nodal point of a wave, where 
the outer wave crossed the cen-
tral one, but found to be successful only in large pieces, the malevolent 
energy simply warping itself past smaller stones. 

The larger crystals or the cheaper amorphous amethyst had the effect of 
‘cleaning’ the incoming noxious wave, and altering it to a beneficial, 
healthy energy. Putting stakes in the ground on the upstream side of each 
individual beam proved satisfactory for only a short time, the wave even-
tually changing course.

Others have discovered very similar patterns, both of the energy focusing 
in to a common point and the more normal individual beam of energy 
entering a house from different directions, causing illness where they 
happen to cross, especially under a bed, for instance. This has given rise 
to the term ‘cancer verticals’, localised areas of ionised air which can be 
found at the same spot on every floor of multi-storied buildings, capable 
of causing illness to the occupants if they spend much time on that spot, 
especially when sleeping.

There have been many lessons learned on this painful and tiring quest. If  
the purpose of this earth ray system is ever to be discovered, it will be by 
individuals willing to follow the ley streams, to plot them out and obsti-
nately trace them to their source.

        David R. Cowan
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The Use of Jewel Power
By Heather Willings

British Society of Dowsers, December 1987

One of the pieces of advice given to beginner dowsers by their elders 
is always to heed the promptings of their intuition. So when mine 

started saying, “Take off your ring”, when I was going to dowse, I de-
cided the matter deserved investigation. The road has turned out to be a 
long one, and I am still travelling.

I have half a dozen rings, none of great value, except to me. I took them 
all out and measured my energy level with and without each one. Five 
caused a rise in energy, one caused a drop. The joker was a cream-col-
oured agate.

I read up everything I possessed on precious stones in general and agates 
in particular. It appeared that the subject could be approached from sev-
eral different angles.

“Leading Western practitioner, the British healer Edmund Harold, believes 
the secret (of crystal therapy) lies in the concentrated electromagnetic energy 
‘trapped’ in certain gemstones. ( ... ) This energy ( ... ) is released when ap-
plied in the right way to a condition to which it is ‘programmed’ to respond. 
( ... ) Garnet is good for the blood, agate soothes and turquoise is said to have 
an all-over balancing effect.”[1]

“Because of the different forces, i.e. vibratory forces, jewels have in their make-
up, they can and do affect man when he wears them - sometimes for good and 
very often not good. ( ... ) All mineral elements do not agree with everyone, 
and there has to be a selective choice.”[2]

“Precious stones are usually composed of more than one substance and their 
allocation to given cosmic powers then depends on the particular substance 
and vibration that are most prominent. ( ... ) On recognizing a common vi-
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bration in a plant, a person and a precious stone, one knows which particular 
stone that person should use ( ... ) the horoscope will serve as a useful control 
here. ( ... ) We may conclude that agate strengthens the power of the sun in its 
wearer, improving his ego and his self-esteem.”[3]

So far, so puzzling. Could agate soothe a dowser to the point at which his 
dowsing faculty started breaking down? Or did it boost his ego too high 
for him to maintain the attitude of mind of a humble (and grateful) re-
ceiver of information? In fact, the two concepts are not incompatible: 
what is more soothing than a high opinion of oneself?

It seemed possible that the energy level approach would throw more light 
on the problem. So I brought out every piece of jewellery I possessed and 
sat down with pen, paper and pendulum.

Some clarification may be in order here. I have been checking people’s 
general energy levels over the past few years, grading them from 1 to 8 in 
order to be able to double-check results against the notes of the Tonic 
Sol-fa scale.[4] It became evident that 1/8 to 8/8 represented the differ-
ent variations in healthy subjects, lower than 1 signified illness, either 
present or impending, and higher than 8 indicated ‘overloading’, with 
consequent strain on the system. A low energy level means a reduced 
dowsing potential, with a risk of reversed polarity.

Is this ‘energy’ the life force? All that I can say with certainty is that it is 
closely connected with the morale. The two rise and fall in tandem. One 
can get up in the morning with a level of 2/8, feeling the whole of life is 
pointless. Then the post brings good news and there is a jump to 8/8. But 
a rise in energy does not necessarily bring an increase in physical strength. 
When it does, it seems likely that the original weakness had a psychoso-
matic cause.

I set to work then to check the effects of different minerals on a person’s 
energy level. The first fact to emerge was that the strength of the pendu-
lum’s swing (in neutral) indicated immediately whether the substance 
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held in the hand was an energy booster or a drainer. This is a useful time-
saver, as it tells one whether to check upwards along the scale or down-
wards.

Most of the results were consistent over several days, both in daylight and 
darkness. There were a few marked variations, highly random in charac-
ter. Eventually the penny dropped: this was the effect of remanence. I 
added a damp towel to my equipment, for rubbing the hand on between 
testings, and started again from scratch.

Various female friends co-operated with enthusiasm. The table gives the 
results for three subjects tested in the same room on the same afternoon. 
Admittedly this is a small sample, but most of the general findings have 
been borne out by tests on other subjects. So it seems reasonable to at-
tribute certain minerals to four provisional categories:

The strengtheners (which raise everyone’s energy level): gold* and moss 
agate*. (Coral and garnet were thought to act in this way, but had to be 
discounted when one subject was drained by them.) Further tests suggest 
that malachite is also in this category.

The weakeners (which lower everyone’s energy level): jet*, pearl* and to-
paz*.

The correctors (which boost a low energy level and reduce a too high 
one): amethyst (unsurprisingly), which has so far given everyone the ide-
al level of 8*; also aquamarine, alexandrite, copper*, sapphire and rock 
crystal*. (Tiger’s eye was believed to be a corrector, but drained another 
subject.)

The aggravators (which further raise a too high level and send a low one 
lower): silver*.

*Finding confirmed by tests on five other subjects.
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    Micheline Dominique  Erica
   Energy: 10 Energy: 4  Energy: 5

AGATE   -4 (=6)  +4 (=8)  -4 (=1)
ALEXANDRITE -5 (=5)  +4 (=8)  +3 (=8)
AMBER   -3 (=7)  -5 (=-1)  +5 (=10)
AMETHYST  -2 (=8)  +4 (=8)  +3 (=8)
AQUAMARINE -3 (=7)  +6 (=10) +4 (=9)
CITRINE  -5 (=5)  -4 (=0)  +4 (=9)
COPPER   -4 (=6)  +4 (=8)  +2 (=7)
CORAL   +4 (=14) +5 (=9)  +4 (=9)
CORUNDUM +5 (=15) -4 (=0)  -7 (=-2)
DIAMOND  +4 (=14) -5 (=-1)  -5 (=0)
GARNET  +4 (=14) +4 (=8)  +3 (=8)
GOLD   +3 (=13) +4 (=8)  +4 (=9)
IVORY   +4 (=14) -3 (=1)  +4 (=9)
JET    -4 (=6)  -6 (=-2)  -4 (=1)
MARCASITE  +3 (=13) +3 (=7)  -5 (=0)
MOSS AGATE +4 (=14) +3 (=7)  +3 (=8)
PEARL   -4 (=6)  -4 (=0)  -3 (=2)
ROCK CRYSTAL -4 (=6)  +5 (=9)  +4 (=9)
SAPPHIRE  -4 (=6)  +4 (=8)  +4 (=9)
SILVER   +3 (=13) -4 (=0)  -3 (=2)
TIGER’S EYE - 4 (=6)  +4 (=8)  +3 (=8)
TOPAZ   -4 (=6)  -4 (=0)  -3 (=2)
TURQUOISE  -4 (=6)  +4 (=8)  -3 (=2)

Diamond seems to be in a class of its own. At first sight it looked like an 
aggravator, but when tested against the two gentlemen who had been 
surveying the proceedings from a distance, it gave their medium-low lev-
els a boost. So perhaps a subject’s sex is also relevant, at least in this one 
case. Diamond corresponds to the male principle, answering to Leth-
bridge’s rate of 24 inches.[5] Micheline is governed by two masculine 
astrological signs (sun sign and ascendant); diamond affected her posi-
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tively, as it did another female friend also governed by two masculine 
signs. Dominique and Erica have feminine sun signs and ascendants; 
diamond affected them negatively. The diamond was then tested against 
two neutered tomcats and the pendulum swung into neutral.

However, for this line of thinking to be valid, it would seem necessary for 
gold, corresponding to the female principle, to produce a negative reac-
tion when tested against a male subject. But to date it has proved positive 
for everybody. (The cats produced another neutral reaction.)

With amethyst, a strange phenomenon occurred. One piece of amethyst 
had a beneficial effect, two pieces were harmful, three were disastrous. If 
two pieces of amethyst were worn on the same level (i.e. earrings), the 
effect was still beneficial, but if a ring was added there was draining. This 
was also seen when the levels involved were hands/feet or head/feet. Cop-
per behaved in the same way. The phenomenon did not occur with gar-
net, coral, gold or silver.

When I tested myself, the results were as follows:

   Amethyst  Copper
 1 level  +3  +2
 2 levels  -3  -2
 3 levels  -6  -4
 (with reversed polarity)

It seems significant that these two substances are the ones most often 
recommended for neutralizing negative radiation. Dowsers with a scien-
tific background will probably know what principle is involved here.

So, to the crux of the matter: what are the practical applications of these 
findings?

When it comes to choosing a precious stone or metal to wear on a long-
term basis, the energy level method is obviously not entirely reliable. 
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Other considerations have to be borne in mind, such as the mineral’s 
colour and chemical composition, the subject’s personality, state of health 
and zodiacal influences, as well as the planetary forces governing both 
mineral and subject. Those who wish to venture further into this com-
plex field will find clear and detailed explanations in Mellie Uyldert’s 
book, ‘The Magic of Precious Stones’.

A more general dowsing exercise will weed out the minerals which, while 
acting curatively on the energy level, are unsuitable for other reasons. 

As an example, Dominique and Erica, who both tire easily, ought theo-
retically to benefit from wearing red, energizing, blood-enriching stones 
such as garnet and coral, whereas Micheline, who is over-energized with 
a tendency to high blood pressure, would surely do well to avoid them. 

In Micheline’s case this was correct, as the final dowsing exercise showed 
her wisest choices to be aquamarine, amethyst and sapphire (all in cool-
ing, calming colours) and black-listed coral and garnet. But no red stone 
was recommended for Dominique and only coral for Erica. 

It so happens that the two last-named are both governed by the signs of 
Cancer and Capricorn, the sun sign of the one being the ascendant of the 
other. However, Dominique is a ‘lunar’ personality, and Erica a ‘solar’ 
one. The final dowsing exercise pointed to copper, marcasite and tur-
quoise as Dominique’s strongest allies, but advised amber, citrine, rock 
crystal and tiger’s eye for Erica.

Significantly, the ‘most recommended’ minerals were always those most 
liked by the subject, and the ones advised against were usually disliked.

Where the energy level method is of interest is in the selection of dows-
ing aids. We all know the bugbear of reversed polarity; if by wearing an 
energy-giving mineral we can keep it at bay for the time needed to finish 
the job in hand, that seems like a large return for a small outlay of effort. 
In fact the appropriate mineral could be pressed into service to help with 
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any activity. When I sit down to write now I put on a certain necklace, 
and find that I can concentrate for longer periods. Perhaps red stones, 
linked with Mars, would be of help when it comes to digging the garden. 

It is important, of course, to wear the chosen stone at the correct angle, 
i.e. with the north pole nearest to one’s head. The energy rise may be as 
much as doubled by careful orientation.

It will be seen from the table that none of the substances tested left a 
subject as it found her. This is understandable: unless two forces are equal 
there will always be some kind of reaction. Which prompts one to won-
der whether a human being can be harmful to a mineral. Mellie Uyldert 
writes that anaemic people drain coral of its colour.

At least some metal alloys are devoid of force. I have two necklaces of 
unknown composition which have no effect on my energy level. Enamel 
also seems to be neutral. Some varieties of wood are energy-givers, others 
are drainers. Glass is slightly positive, plastic strongly negative (beware of 
plastic belts as well).

Energy level testing reveals interesting facts about engraved jewellery. I 
recently acquired a hand-crafted brass ring with a Carolingian motif. 
This design is said to have figured on the shields of Charlemagne’s sol-
diers. What it did for them is unrecorded, what it does for me is to raise 
my energy level by three points (whereas a small brass ashtray has no ef-
fect on it). 

A friend of mine keeps permanently 
on her finger a silver ring copied 
from one found in Tutankhamen’s 
tomb. 

This gives me an energy rise of five 
points, in spite of the fact that sil-
ver, for me, is a drainer, which seems 
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to confirm that the power of symbol, which is spirit, is stronger than the 
power of matter.

Oddly, when the brass ring is worn upside down (i.e. swiveled round to 
the palm), it brings about a corresponding drop in energy. This phenom-
enon has been observed in every subject so far tested. (It has not yet been 
possible to test the silver ring in this way, as its owner spends most of the 
year in Amsterdam.) As no one would want to wear a ring in such a posi-
tion, this does not constitute a problem. But some principle seems to be 
involved which it might be interesting to investigate.

A number of questions spring to mind on the subject of mixed jewellery. 
Is the beneficial effect of a strengthener stone diminished by a weakener 
setting? Is the harmful effect of a weakener stone reduced by a strength-
ener setting? Or if both stone and setting are strengtheners or weakeners, 
is there an accumulative effect? A further test session revealed the follow-
ing:

   Fingertip  Fingertip  Piece worn
   on stone  on metal  normally

Diamond in gold -4     +3   -3
Moss agate in silver +4   -4   +3
Garnet in gold  +4   +3   +4
Topaz in silver  -4   -4   -4
Amethyst in silver +2   +2   +2

Accumulation, then, does not occur. And while metals have a small mod-
erating effect on stones, the power of the latter is obviously greater. Inci-
dentally, the relative volume does not seem to be significant: the diamond 
involved was a microscopic specimen set in a gold locket. The effect of 
the amethyst needs no comment.

A final point: if the piece of jewellery which complements one’s current 
best dress to perfection turns out to be an energy drainer, is the only solu-
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tion to give it away? Obviously not, if it can be cured. There seems to be 
two possibilities: either to neutralize the weakener with a chip of ame-
thyst or to counterbalance it by wearing a strengthener at the same time. 
Is either of these methods superior to the other? 

Here are the results of some more tests:
Jet alone          -5
Jet + gold          -3
Jet + amethyst:
 North pole of antidote towards head   +5
 North pole of antidote towards feet    -2
 North pole of antidote towards centre of body  -2
 North pole of antidote towards outside of body -3
Jet + moss agate:
 North pole of antidote towards head   -3
 North pole of antidote towards feet    -5
 North pole of antidote towards centre of body  -5
 North pole of antidote towards outside of body -5

The results were the same whether the antidote was worn on the same or 
the opposite side of the body, on the same level or a different one. And 
in this context the amethyst phenomenon did not occur: when accompa-
nying a weakener, amethysts can be worn on more than one level with no 
difference in effect.

It will rightly be objected that none of the foregoing proves anything, 
that dowsing must be corroborated with physical evidence. For a time I 
was at a loss to know where to find it, then I decided to try the muscle 
test.

For those who have not attended Jack Temple’s courses or had Touch for 
Health training, certain muscles are related to a specific organ system, 
and a weakness in the system will show up in the muscle if this is posi-
tioned so as to isolate it from the others with which it works, and then 
has pressure applied to it.[6] 
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Jack Temple has taken this princi-
ple a step further by linking a mus-
cle (often the anterior deltoid) to a 
meridian point by touching the 
point with one finger and working 
the muscle with the opposite hand. 

Alternatively, the tester can touch 
the area immediately above the or-
gan, gland or other part being investigated. And when the subject holds 
a food or remedy its potential effect can be judged from the muscle’s re-
action.

So for my needs, which part of the body was the one to test? As energy 
was involved, the solar plexus seemed a hopeful possibility. I called on 
my nearest subject and we worked on each other: tester’s finger on sub-
ject’s solar plexus, subject’s strongest arm stretched straight forward with 
thumb downwards, two fingers of tester’s other hand on subject’s wrist, 
applying a gentle downward pressure. 

We were immediately rewarded. When the mineral held by the subject 
was a strengthener, the arm stayed effortlessly level; when it was a weak-
ener the arm could be easily pushed downwards.

References
1. Richard Thomas, ‘Tomorrow’s Medicine Today’, in Alternative 
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Monitoring Ley Energy
By David Tilt

British Society of Dowsers, June 1988

The basic diode circuit shown below is the modern version of a Crys-
tal Set. Although I have experimented by using other value RF 

Chokes, the 2.5 mH choke used in this circuit has proved to be the most 
effective for monitoring the energy at megalithic sites when used in con-
junction with a recording device (a mobile phone will do). The diode 
receiver is connected to the microphone socket of the recorder, and the 
receiver is also earthed by using a lead and a metal rod in the ground 
wherever the recording is being made. If used indoors, for instance at a 
haunted site, a suitable earth should be located - perhaps a water pipe.

Part list:    H1 2.5 mH, RF choke
D1:   1N34A Germanium Diode
R1:   100K 1/4 watt Resistor

Veroboard: 63mm x 25mm
Earth wire and crocodile clip.
Small telescopic aerial.    
Hook-up wire. Rubber grommets.
Aluminium box with lid 3 x 2 x 1 in.   
2 PC board stands 10 mm
Shielded cable with plug to fit recorder.
2 solder tags - small, nut, bolt, washer.
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Construction

Drill two holes in opposite corners of Veroboard to accept PC board 
standoffs. Fit choke, diode, and resistor to PC board. Drill two holes in 
box lid to accept standoffs, and a further hole to accept telescopic aerial 
mounted in rubber grommet so that it is insulated from the box. 

The box needs to be earthed so drill a small hole in one end of the box to 
accept small bolt with washer and nut on the inside. Connect earth wire 
from PC board at this position along with external earth wire. A further 
two holes need to be drilled - one each end of the box, to accept screened 
cable to recorder and external earth wire to which crocodile clip is at-
tached. 

NOTE:- in using it is not necessary to fully extend aerial.

When using the diode receiver outdoors, I usually position it on the 
ground with the earth rod fixed alongside. 

Indoors at an energy charged location e.g. a haunted room, I have had 
some interesting results by at first placing the receiver on a table at the 
centre of the type A energy pattern - this pattern can be located by dows-
ing. 

I have then taken recordings with the receiver at varying distances be-
tween the ceiling and the floor, and with the aerial either partially or 
fully extended. 

This resulted in the discovery of what appears to be a ‘hot spot’ - a point 
midway between the ceiling and floor where the signals or pulses de-
tected are particularly strong. This suggests the possibility that a haunted 
room may contain energy lines on more than one plane. In other words, 
the energy lines within such a room may conform to the axes or lines of 
symmetry of the crystal that is the source of the energy.
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A Memorable Convention
by Stanley Bartlett

American Society of Dowsers, Summer 2010

The following story occurred at the ASD 
1995 Convention. I was on the stage with 

my friend Clif Sanderson at Lyndonville State 
College for Clif ’s keynote presentation to the 
convention that year. 

Clif was taking written questions from the audi-
ence after I sorted through them for him. As I 
read out one of the questions, “What can we do as 
a group to bring about universal harmony?” I be-
came aware of some commotion off to the right 
where all eyes had turned towards a person who had collapsed onto the 
floor.

Not sure at first what had happened, Clif walked over and placed his 
hand on the man’s chest to find no obvious pulse. There was a murmur 
from the audience as he returned to the stage and explained. He talked 
about the connection between another question – “How can we help?” - 
and the situation at hand. 

He invited all of us to quietly wish this person a good journey. Into that 
special silence came an extraordinary experience as the people in the 
packed auditorium focused on thoughts of this man. It was clear to all of 
us that at some level we were all receiving healing and alignment. From 
this unity came a true understanding of Clif ’s message: that is, simply, 
the importance of allowing an appropriate outcome to arise without im-
posing conditions distorted by our intellect.

Within moments, the EMTs arrived and put the patient onto the stretch-
er, expecting to go straight to the hospital.

The late Clif Sanderson
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The big surprise for all of us at the convention came the next morning. 
Father Kelly, a Catholic priest - the ‘dead’ man - appeared for breakfast! 
He was not only happy and full of life, but he told everyone, with some 
relish, that he had come to the convention hoping to find someone who 
could help his rapidly failing eyesight, and he now had 20/20 vision! His 
healing was complete.

He told us that during the ambulance ride, he had ‘come to’. “I am fine” 
he exclaimed to the EMTs. “Take me back to the college!” He explained 
that when he was in the tunnel/worm hole, the Light became strong. He 
felt all the love coming from everyone at the convention and decided that 
it was not time to die and so he came back.

I know many people remember this convention because there were also 
shamans from South America present who had come to the States to 
bring the foretold integration of the Condor (South -spiritual) with the 
Eagle (North -technology) symbolism. And no one could forget that the 
day before Clif ’s keynote speech, the energies got so strong that there was 
a most unexpected rain that flooded the local town in about thirty min-
utes’ time and then left a cleansed and beautiful purity to follow.

For several years afterward, Father Kelly regularly wrote to Clif from 
Florida, always grateful for the help and the experience the people at that 
ASD convention had shared with him.

At the time of the convention, Clif had been using the phrase ‘inten-
tional healing’ in his work, but now he prefers the much more subtle 
term ‘deep field relaxation’. Since that time, many people all over the 
world have learned this approach which nicely encourages the blending 
of science with active spirituality. Indeed, in comprehensive research, 
Harvard University’s Herbert Benson has recently declared that deep re-
laxation could be “a phenomenon that could be just as powerful as any 
medical drug but without the side-effects” (Anastasia Stephens, The Inde-
pendent, UK).
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Clif had previously spent time in Belarus and the Russian Federation fol-
lowing the Chernobyl nuclear explosion that caused millions of people 
to be exposed to dramatic life and health changes. He spent many years 
there assisting people by using his gifts of healing and Feng Shui. He 
worked in hospitals and, under his guidance, many doctors and even nu-
clear physicists learned how to use intention and relaxation to reduce the 
effects of radiation.

Later, this highly successful work was scientifically documented and pub-
lished, and Clif received the Albert Schweitzer Award for Humanitarian 
Service to Medicine.

For more information see: http://deepfieldrelaxation.com/

Deep Field Relaxation

Deep Field Relaxation (DFR) was created by Clif and Galina Sander-
son. Clif was the founding president of the Dowsers Society of 

NSW, Australia, which he started with a few friends in 1984. 

Born in New Zealand (Aotearoa), Clif Sanderson (1939-2013) became 
known internationally as a creative thinker, mystic and inspirational 
teacher. He made his first attempt to merge science, mysticism and 
spirituality while researching and directing the documentary ‘God 
Doesn’t Play Dice’ in 1986 for Australian Television. His curiosity and 
passion turned him into a non-stop traveller, explorer and student of 
different healing traditions around the world.

The effectiveness of his ground break-
ing approach – Deep Field Relaxation™ 
– has been thoroughly researched by 
German and Russian scientists. 
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Long before quantum physics theory became commonly known, he 
started applying consciousness and intention for purposes of healing 
and transformation. Whenever others tell of the impossible, Clif has 
invariably broken through that belief with innovative, original and in-
spirational tools. He tested his own beliefs in the ‘real field’ by accept-
ing an invitation to work with the victims of the Chernobyl disaster in 
Belarus and Russia in 1990.

Sanderson participated in numerous medical research projects into the 
effects of energy medicine and intention in treating radiation related ill-
nesses. The Russian Ministry of 
Health acknowledged Clif ’s contri-
bution with the special ‘Award for 
Humanitarian Service to Medical Sci-
ence’.

Clif ’s latest completed research with 
Tumourbiology Institute of Freiburg 
University (Germany) showed, that 
DFR brings improvement to the 
quality of life of terminally ill cancer 
patients.  Professor Harald Walach, director of the Institute of Transcul-
tural Health Sciences at the European University Viadrina (Germany), 
comments on Clif ’s work: 

“This new and appealing method is a specifically interesting form of non-local 
healing as it does not involve any form of belief on the part of the patient, and 
is not about any potential influence that may give cause for concern.”

Books: ‘Knowing Nothing, Living Happy’, ‘Making Outrageous Claims’,  
‘Earth Bound’. 

Articles : ‘Chernobyl, Out of the Darkness’ and ‘Chernobyl a Message for the 
Physical World’.
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Under the Influence
Reprinted from the Pharmaceutical Journal, 1987

Dowsing is fast becoming a reputable pursuit. A correspondent who 
is doing some research into the way of life of miners in the Tamar 

Valley, (UK) has remarked that a fork cut from the hazel was extensively 
used in finding metallic lodes, and that the use of the twig was demon-
strated recently to royal visitors to Cornwall. In the ‘Lancet’ for Septem-
ber 19, Dr. N. B. Eastwood describes some experiments he performed on 
dowsing and its relation to the human magnetic sense. 

He confirmed that he could discover the track of a Roman road beneath 
a modern one. He found that a pendulum suspended between finger and 
thumb rotated one way over the north pole of a magnet, and the other 
way over the south pole. He applied his findings with twigs, rods and 
pendulums to parts of the human body, on the assumption that the body 
contains small magnetic particles in certain organs. 

Aluminium foil laid over part of a detectable Roman road ditch sup-
pressed the dowsing reaction, and it was used to mask various parts of the 
body in an attempt to localise the sensors. The divergence of rods of 
metal or wood, and the directional rotation of a pendulum, differed when 
aluminium screening was employed. The author found that an auditory 
signal of frequency 108-144 per minute enabled him to detect the earth’s 
magnetic poles.

What is particularly interesting is that the pendulum reaction and audi-
tory signal were suppressed in the locality of television screens and radio-
active sources, in the absence of competing dowsing stimuli. If the hu-
man body is as sensitive to imponderable external influences as it would 
appear, and its electromagnetic receptors are preferentially distributed in 
certain organs and tissues, we ought to pay considerably more attention 
to the possible health effects of the electrical and magnetic fields which 
most civilised people have to endure in a technological age.
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Library News

We have two new books in the library:

Pendulum Mojo 
How to Use Truth Testing for Clarity, Confidence, and Peace of Mind, 
by Amy Scott Grant

Discover the power of ‘Truth Testing’ and learn 
how you can use a pendulum to make the best 
possible decision in any given moment. 

Be certain whether someone is telling you the 
truth.  Learn to trust and rely on inner guid-
ance for support. Find out what is good (and 
not so good) for your body. Learn how to be 
wise and responsible with your money.  

Enjoy peace of mind knowing you’re doing the 
right thing at the right time, every time.

101 Amazing Things You Can Do With Dowsing 
By Maggie & Nigel Percy

Put dowsing to work in your life right now in 101 useful ways.

Dowsing is a natural intuitive ability all humans have, but as with any 
skill, it takes practice to become good at it. A great way to master dows-
ing is by using it. 

This book will give you meaningful, interesting ways to apply dowsing to 
get answers to questions you need, answers your brain cannot give you. 

This book contains not only suggested questions with exact wording, but 
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Great Quotes
I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, 

people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget how you made them feel.

         ~Maya Angelou

If you look at what you have in life, 
you’ll always have more. 

If you look at what you don’t have in life, 
you’ll never have enough. 

         ~ Oprah Winfrey

I can’t change the direction of the wind, 
but I can adjust my sails to always reach my destination.

         ~Jimmy Dean

offers interpretations of answers and points 
out pitfalls to avoid. More than just a list of 
useful applications, this volume takes you by 
the hand and helps you to become a better 
dowser, showing you how useful it can be in 
your everyday life.

Don’t put your pendulum on a shelf or give up 
dowsing for lack of things to use it for. There 
are questions that pop up every day, big and 
small, that dowsing can answer. By using dows-
ing in a meaningful way you will more easily 
learn to master it and reap its many benefits.

       Helen
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Speaker for December 10th, 2017
Anthony Ashworth 

-The Extraordinary Temple of Madurai -

Anthony Ashworth is a professional Feng 
Shui man, Shaman, Dowser, Vastu 

Consultant and teacher, he helps people get 
the very best out of life by having their home 
support them.

He travels like a questing Indiana Jones, but 
his gold is exploring and trying to compre-
hend the sacred vibration, resonance and 
deep symbolism of sacred temples.  

He has travelled to many parts of the world on a quest to explore 
sacred temples. It is his personal quest to understand the core, arche-
typal needs of humanity around space and place. 

He can personally attest to the incredible and palpable power, peace 
and extraordinary frequencies that emanate from many sacred build-
ings and profound natural landscapes. Of all places the Madurai 
Temple still leaves its sacred mark on him.

In this presentation, Anthony will share his story of Madurai, what 
he felt and saw in some of the rich archetypal symbolism of the Ar-
chitecture and Vastu design.

In this virtual visit, he will show and share in the energies and sym-
bolism of the very creation of the earth and the universe itself. 

Please see his website  www.anthonyashworth.com
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Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb 
 and be seated by 2:00 pm

Bus Services: 
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle 
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill

From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to 
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill

From  Chatswood : Bus # 536 

Venue for Meetings
Community Hall,  44 Gladesville Road,  Hunters Hill

Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month,  except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm

Website address
 www.dowsingaustralia.com


